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Abstract. LTL\GU is a fragment of linear temporal logic (LTL), where
negations appear only on propositions, and formulas are built using the
temporal operators X (next), F (eventually), G (always), and U (un-
til, with the restriction that no until operator occurs in the scope of
an always operator. Our main result is the construction of probabilis-
tic Bu¨chi automata for this logic that are exponential in the size of the
formula. One consequence of our construction is a new, improved EX-
PTIME model checking algorithm (as opposed to the previously known
doubly exponential time) for Markov Decision Processes and LTL\GU
formulae.
1 Introduction
Starting with the seminal work of Vardi, Wolper, and Sistla [16], there has been
a lot of interest in discovering efficient translations of Linear Temporal logic
(LTL) formulae into small automata (see [15, 7, 9, 13, 12, 10, 2, 6] for example).
The reason for this is that logic to automata translations have a direct impact
on algorithms of verification and synthesis of systems [17]. When verifying sys-
tems, one is often satisfied with constructing nondeterministic Bu¨chi automata
for LTL formulae. However, for a couple of applications, general nondeterministic
automata don’t suffice — when synthesizing reactive modules for LTL specifica-
tions, deterministic automata are necessary, and when model checking Markov
Decision Processes with respect to almost sure satisfaction of LTL specifications,
one needs either deterministic or probabilistic automata. As a consequence, a se-
ries of papers recently present algorithms and tools for constructing deterministic
automata from LTL specifications [9, 13, 12, 10, 11, 2, 6]; though in the worst case
the size of the constructed automata are doubly exponential, these algorithms
have been shown to construct small automata for a number of examples. In this
paper, we investigate whether there are provable improvements in translating
fragments of LTL to probabilistic automata, and explore whether these can then
be exploited to improve the asymptotic complexity of the MDP model checking
problem.
We consider the fragment LTL\GU , first introduced in [11]. In this logic,
formulae are built from propositions and their negations using conjunction, dis-
junction, and the temporal operators X (next), F (eventually), G (always), and
U (until), with the restriction that no U operator appears in the scope of a G
operator. We translate this logic into probabilistic Bu¨chi automata (PBA) [3].
Probabilistic Bu¨chi automata are like Bu¨chi automata, except that they proba-
bilistically choose the next state on reading an input symbol. On input w, such a
machine can be seen as defining a probability measure on the space of all runs on
w. A PBA is said to accept a (infinite length) string w iff the set of all accepting
runs (i.e., runs that visit some final state infinitely often) have measure > 0.
Our main result is a translation of LTL\GU formulae into PBAs of expo-
nential size. This should be contrasted with the observation that any translation
from LTL\GU to deterministic automata must in the worst case result in au-
tomata that are doubly exponential in size [1]; in fact, this lower bound applies
to any fragment of LTL that has ∨, ∧, and F . The main result of this paper
also generalizes some of the results in [8] where exponential sized weak proba-
bilistic monitors 1 are constructed for the LTL fragment with just the temporal
operators X and G.
We prove the main result by constructing an exponentially sized nondeter-
ministic Bu¨chi automaton that is deterministic in the limit for LTL\GU — an
automaton is deterministic in the limit if the transitions from any state that is
reachable from an accepting state are deterministic. We then use the observation
that any assignment of non-zero probabilities to the nondeterministic choices of
a limit deterministic NBA, results in a PBA that accepts the same language [3].
Our construction of limit deterministic automata for LTL\GU proceeds in two
steps. First we construct limit deterministic automata for LTL(F ,G) which is
the LTL fragment without until, i.e., with just the temporal operators next, al-
ways, and eventually. Next, we observe that the automaton for ϕ ∈ LTL\GU
can be seen as the composition of two limit deterministic automata: one au-
tomata for the formula ψ, where all the until-free subformulae of ϕ are replaced
by propositions, and another automaton for the until-free subformulae of ϕ.
This composition is reminiscent of the master-slave composition in [6] and the
composition of temporal testers [14] but with some differences.
Our construction of exponentially sized PBAs for LTL\GU has complex-
ity theoretic consequences for model checking MDPs. Courcoubetis and Yan-
nakakis [5] proved that the problem of model checking MDPs against LTL is
2EXPTIME-complete. Our automata construction, coupled with the algorithm
outlined in [5], shows that model checking MDPs against LTL\GU is in EX-
PTIME; we prove a matching lower bound in this paper as well. Thus, for a
large, expressively rich subclass of LTL specifications, our results provide an
exponential improvement to the complexity of model checking MDPs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the no-
tations and definitions we use in the paper. In Section 3 we present a translation
from LTL(F ,G) to limit deterministic NBAs. In Section 4 we give a composi-
tional style construction for formulae in LTL\GU by using the construction in
the previous section. In Section 5 we reflect on the consequences of our results
and finally give concluding remarks in Section 6.
1 A weak finite state probabilistic monitor [4] is a PBA with the restriction that all
states except a unique reject state are final, and all transitions from the unique
rejecting state are self loops.
2 Preliminaries
First we introduce the notation we use throughout the paper. We use P to denote
the set of propositions. An assignment ν is a function mapping all propositions
to true or false. We use w to denote infinite words over a finite alphabet. We
use w[i] to denote the ith symbol in the sequence w, and use wi to denote the
suffix w[i]w[i + 1] . . . of w starting at i. We use [n] to denote all non-negative
integers less than n that is {0, 1, . . . , n−1}. We shall use Σ,Γ to denote finite
sets of symbols.
Definition 1 (Syntax). The formulae in the fragment LTL(F ,G) over P is
given by the following syntax
ϕ ::= p | ¬p | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | Xϕ | Fϕ | Gϕ p ∈ P
and the formulae in the fragment LTL\GU are given by the synatx
ψ ::= ϕ | ψ ∧ ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | Xψ | ψUψ ϕ ∈ LTL(F ,G)
Let Fϕ and Gϕ denote the set of all F and G subformulae of ϕ respectively.
We drop the subscript whenever the formula ϕ is clear from the context. For
a temporal operator Op ∈ {G,F ,U } we use LTL(Op) to denote the fragment
consisting of formulae built using Op,X ,∨,∧ with negations appearing only on
propositions.
Definition 2 (Semantics). LTL formulae over a set P are interpreted over
words w in (2P )ω. The semantics of the logic are given by the following rules
w  p ⇐⇒ p ∈ w[0] w  Xϕ ⇐⇒ w1  ϕ
w  ¬p ⇐⇒ p /∈ w[0] w  Fϕ ⇐⇒ ∃ i : wi  ϕ
w  ϕ ∧ ψ ⇐⇒ w  ϕ and w  ψ w  Gϕ ⇐⇒ ∀ i : wi  ϕ
w  ϕ ∨ ψ ⇐⇒ w  ϕ or w  ψ w  ϕUψ ⇐⇒ ∃ i : wi  ψ, and
∀ j < i : wj  ϕ
The semantics of ϕ, denoted by JϕK, is defined as the set {w ∈ (2P )ω | w  ϕ}.
Definition 3 (Bu¨chi Automata). A nondeterministic Bu¨chi automaton (NBA)
over input alphabet Σ is a tuple (Q, δ, I, F ) where Q is a finite set of states;
δ ⊆ Q×Σ×Q is a set of transitions; I ⊆ δ is a set of initial transitions 2 and F
is a set of final states.
A run of a NBA over a word w ∈ Σω is an infinite sequence of states
q0q1q2 . . . such that (q0, w[0], q1) ∈ I and ∀ i ≥ 0 (qi, w[i], qi+1) ∈ δ. A run
is accepting if qi ∈ F for infinitely many i.
The language accepted by an NBA A, denoted by L(A) is the set of all words
w ∈ Σω which have an accepting run on A.
2 We use initial transitions instead of states for notational convenience. It can be easily
converted into a state based definition.
Definition 4 (Limit Determinism). A NBA (Q, δ, I, F ) over input alphabet
Σ is said to be limit deterministic if for every state q reachable from a final
state, it is the case that |δ(q, σ)| = 1 for every σ ∈ Σ.
Definition 5 (Mealy Automata). A nondeterministic Mealy machine with
Bu¨chi acceptance (NBM) with input alphabet Σ and output alphabet Γ is a
tuple (Q, δ, I,M, F ) where (Q, δ, I, F ) is an NBA with input alphabet Σ and
M : Q×Σ → Γ is a partial function that is defined on all (q, σ) for which there
is a q′ such that (q, σ, q′) ∈ δ.
The relation accepted by an NBM is the set of all pairs (w, λ) ∈ Σω×Γω
such that w is accepted by the NBA (Q, δ, I, F ) and λ is such that there is an
accepting run of w of the form q0q1q2 . . . where M(qi, w[i]) = λ[i] for all i.
Definition 6 (Probabilistic Automata). A probabilistic Bu¨chi automaton
(PBA) over input alphabet Σ is a tuple (Q,∆, qs, F ) where Q is a finite set of
states; ∆ : Q×Σ×Q→ [0, 1] specifies transition probabilities such that for every
q ∈ Q and σ ∈ Σ we have ∑r∈Q∆(q, σ, r) = 1; qs ∈ Q is an initial state; F ⊆ Q
is a set of final states.
Given a word w ∈ Σω a PBA M behaves as follows: it is initially at state
q0 = qs. After having seen the first i symbols w[0]w[1] . . . w[i−1] it is in state qi.
On seeing w[i] it chooses the next state qi+1 with probability ∆(qi, w[i], qi+1).
It continues this process to produce a run ρ ∈ Qω. A run ρ is accepting if some
final state appears infinitely often.
A word w produces a Markov chain C obtained by unfolding the PBA M
along the symbols of w [3]. The probability measure induced by this Markov
chain on runs in Qω is used to define the acceptance probability of the word w
on M as
Pr(w) = Pr {ρ ∈ Qω | ρ is accepting for w over M}
The language accepted by a PBA over input Σ denoted by L>0(M) is the
set of all words w ∈ Σω with positive acceptance probability, i.e Pr(w) > 0.
Lemma 7. [3] Given a limit deterministic NBA D = (Q, δ, I, F ) there is a PBA
M with |Q|+ 1 states such that L(D) = L>0(M).
Finally, we make note of the fact that any limit deterministic NBA translation
for a fragment devoid of the X operator can be converted into translation for the
fragment withX by incurring a multiplicative factor blow-up that is exponential
in the number of nested X s in the formula.
Proposition 8. Let LTL′ be some fragment of LTL. If for every ϕ ∈ LTL′\X
one can build a limit deterministic NBA Aϕ such that it recognizes JϕK and is
of size f(|ϕ|), then for every ϕ′ ∈ LTL′ one can build a limit deterministic NBA
A′ϕ′ such that it recognizes Jϕ′K and has size O(2nf(|ϕ′|)) where n is the number
of nested Xs appearing in ϕ′.
Proof. Observe that X distributes over every temporal/boolean connective, and
hence all the X s in a formula can be pushed down to the level of propositions.
Then we replace maximal formulae of the form X kp with a fresh proposition and
construct an automaton A for the formula devoid of X s but over an extended
set of propositions. This automaton can be augmented with an input buffer of
length n which remembers n input symbols before starting to process A. The
extra propositions can then be projected out by looking at this buffer. uunionsq
3 Automata for LTL(F ,G) formulae
In this section, we present a construction of exponential sized limit deterministic
NBA for the fragment LTL(F ,G). Thanks to Proposition 8 we ignore the X
operator since we are aiming to construct exponential size automata.
The following proposition embodies the key idea behind our construction.
Proposition 9. For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL over P , and any word w ∈ (2P )ω
exactly one of the following three holds
w  ¬Fϕ, w  (¬Gϕ ∧ Fϕ), w  Gϕ
Furthermore, if ϕ is of the form Fψ or Gψ then we can deduce if w  ϕ
holds from knowing which one of the above three holds.
Proof. It is easy to see using propositional calculus that at least one of the
three formula should hold, i.e ¬Fϕ∨ (¬Gϕ∧Fϕ)∨Gϕ ≡ true. Conjunction of
every pair of them is false. This can be proved using propositional calculus for
¬Fϕ∧ (¬Gϕ∧Fϕ), and for (¬Gϕ∧Fϕ)∧Gϕ. It is easy see that ¬Fϕ∧Gϕ is
false since ¬Fϕ says ϕ can never hold, while Gϕ asserts that ϕ is always true,
which is a contradiction.
If ϕ is of the form Fψ then w  ϕ iff w 2 ¬Fϕ. If ϕ is of the form Gψ then
w  ϕ iff w  Gϕ. uunionsq
The essence of our construction is in guessing which one of the three for-
mulae in Proposition 9 holds for F and G subformulae. We define a guess, to
be tripartition pi = 〈piτ , piυ, piκ〉 of Fϕ ∪Gϕ. Let Π denote the set of all tripar-
titions pi of Fϕ ∪ Gϕ. If a subformula Fψ is present in piτ , our guess is that
¬Fψ(≡ ¬FFψ) holds for the input to be seen. If a subformula Gψ is in piτ , our
guess is that Gψ(≡ GGψ) holds for the input to be seen. Table 1 summarizes
how we interpret a tripartition as one of three guesses for F and G subformulae.
From the second part of Proposition 9 we know exactly which formulae in
Fϕ∪Gϕ are presently true according to pi ∈ Π. This information along with the
knowledge of the truth of propositions at present allows us to evaluate the truth
of the formula ϕ according to pi. We define what it means to evaluate a formula.
Definition 10 (Evaluation). For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL(F ,G) over P , a par-
tition pi ∈ Π and assignment ν on P we inductively define a boolean function
[ϕ ]piν , the evaluation of a formula ϕ, as follows:
piτ piυ piκ
Fψ ¬Fψ Fψ ∧ ¬GFψ GFψ
Gψ Gψ ¬Gψ ∧ FGψ ¬FGψ
Table 1. Guess corresponding to a tripartition pi
[ p ]piν = ν(p) [ϕ ∧ ψ ]piν = [ϕ ]piν ∧ [ψ ]piν [Gψ ]piν = true iff Gψ ∈ piτ
[¬p ]piν = ¬ν(p) [ϕ ∨ ψ ]piν = [ϕ ]piν ∨ [ψ ]piν [Fψ ]piν = true iff Fψ /∈ piτ
Next, we observe that if pi is sound in the sense that every formula Gψ ∈ piτ
and Fψ /∈ piτ is true at present then ϕ evaluates to true with respect to pi
indicates that ϕ is indeed true.
Proposition 11 (Soundness). For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL(F ,G), a guess pi ∈
Π and word w ∈ Σω if the following implications hold
Gψ ∈ piτ =⇒ w  Gψ Fψ /∈ piτ =⇒ w  Fψ
for every Gψ, Fψ that is a subformula of ϕ then: [ϕ ]piw[0] = true implies w  ϕ.
Proof. induction on the structure of ϕ. uunionsq
Similarly, if pi is complete in the sense that everyGψ that is true is present in
piτ and every Fψ that is true is not in piτ then ϕ is true implies it also evaluates
to true.
Proposition 12 (Completeness). For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL(F ,G), a guess
pi ∈ Π and a word w ∈ Σω if the following implications holds
w  Gψ =⇒ Gψ ∈ piτ w  Fψ =⇒ Fψ /∈ piτ
for every Gψ, Fψ that is a subformula of ϕ then: w  ϕ implies [ϕ ]piw[0] = true.
Proof. induction on the structure of ϕ. uunionsq
In our construction, every state of the automaton holds a tripartition that
corresponds to a guess. According to this guess some subformulae may hold now,
in the future, or never. The initial guess is such that it enables the main formula
to be true, and the subsequent guesses propagate temporal requirements. In an
accepting run we ensure that each of our guesses is sound.
Since our formulae are in negation normal form, it only makes sense to take
care of checking a guess on a subformula ϕ if the guess claims ϕ to be true
at present or some point in the future. If a guess claims that ϕ does not hold
we don’t need to bother checking it, because even if it did it could not make a
superformula false that was otherwise true. Therefore for Fψ we have to verify
the guess if it is present in piυ or piκ, and for Gψ we have to verify whenever it
is present in piτ or piυ.
SayGψ ∈ piτ , it requires thatGψ holds now. This can be checked by ensuring
ψ holds now and Gψ holds at the next time step. We can check if ψ is true at
present by evaluating ψ with respect to our guess and the incoming input symbol.
We can ensure ψ holds at the next time step by propagating Gψ to the piτ in the
next guess. If Gψ ∈ piυ, we are guessing that ¬Gψ ∧ FGψ holds. As observed
earlier we need not ensure ¬Gψ holds, but we need to check that FGψ holds
by having Gψ either in piτ or piυ of the next guess. But if we keep delaying
FGψ by retaining Gψ in piυ forever then FGψ will not hold. We overcome this
by imposing an acceptance condition which requires the set piυ to eventually
become empty.
For Fψ ∈ piυ we need Fψ ∧ ¬GFψ to hold. Once again we don’t bother to
check ¬GFψ. For Fψ we need ψ to hold now or some point in the future. The
former can be checked by evaluating ψ using the current guess and the incoming
input symbol. If it does not evaluate to true we require Fψ to hold at the next
time step, which is ensured by having Fψ in piυ in the next step. Once again,
this creates a possibility for Fψ to be false if it keeps getting delayed by its
presence in piυ forever, but as mentioned above our acceptance condition will
be such that piυ is eventually empty. For Fψ ∈ piκ we are claiming GFψ, this
can be ensured by evaluating ψ with the respect to the current guess and input
symbol, and requiring the resulting valuation to be true infinitely often. This can
be achieved by fixing Fψ to be in piκ forever and using an appropriate Bu¨chi
condition to verify that for Fψ in piκ, ψ holds infinitely often.
Next we give our construction for an arbitrary LTL(F ,G) formula.
Definition 13 (Construction). Given a formula ϕ in LTL(F ,G) defined over
propositions P , let D(ϕ) be the NBA (Q, I, δ, F ) over the alphabet 2P defined as
follows
– Q is the set Π × [z], consisting of guess-counter pairs where z = |Fϕ|+1
– δ is the set of all transitions
(pi1,m)
ν−→ (pi2, n)
such that
(A) for each Gψ ∈ piτ1 , [ψ ]pi1ν is true
(B) for each Fψ ∈ piυ1 , [ψ ]pi1ν is false implies Fψ ∈ piυ2 .
(C) piτ1 ⊆ piτ2 and piκ1 = piκ2
(D) n is updated as follows
n =
{
m, (|piυ1 | > 0) ∨ (m > 0 ∧ ¬[ψm ]pi1ν )
m+1 (mod k), otherwise
where k = |piκ ∩Fϕ|+ 1 and ψm be such that F(ψm) is the mth formula
in piκ ∩Fϕ
– I is the set of transitions of the form (pi, 0)
ν−→ (pi′, i) where [ϕ ]piν is true
– F is the set of states (pi, 0) where piυ is empty.
Next, we present the theorem that states the correctness of the above con-
struction.
Theorem 14. For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL(F ,G), the NBA D(ϕ) is a limit deter-
ministic automaton of size 2O(|ϕ|) such that L(D(ϕ)) = JϕK.
Proof. The number of states in D(ϕ) is bounded by 3|F∪G|× log2 |F| and so
clearly the size of D(ϕ) is exponential in |ϕ|.
We can see that D(ϕ) is limit deterministic as follows: The final states are
of the form (pi, 0) where piυ is empty. Note that according to condition (C), piυ
remains empty once it becomes empty, and piτ and piκ remain fixed. Hence the
guess pi can never change after visiting a final state. And since the counter is
updated deterministically we have that any state reachable from a final state
chooses its next state deterministically.
The proof of the fact L(D(ϕ)) = JϕK is provided in the Appendix. uunionsq
4 Automata for LTL\GU formulae
In this section, we present a construction of limit deterministic NBAs for the frag-
ment LTL\GU of exponential size. We follow a compositional approach where
we compose a master and a slave automata (terminology borrowed from [6]) to
obtain the required one. The master automaton assumes that the truth values of
the maximal until-free subformulae are known at each step and checks whether
the top-level until formula holds true. The master automaton works over an ex-
tended set of propositions where the new propositions are introduced in place
of the until-free subformulae. The slave automaton works over the original set
of propositions and outputs at each step the truth value of the subformulae ab-
stracted by the master in the form of the new propositions. The master and the
slave are then composed such that they work together to check the entire for-
mula. Once again we apply Proposition 8 to ignore X operators when presenting
our construction.
We first clarify some notation we use in this section. For a finite set of formu-
lae Φ we use PΦ to denote a set of propositions pφ indexed by formulae φ ∈ Φ.
We will use ϕ/Φ to denote the formula obtained from ϕ by replacing subformulae
of ϕ appearing in Φ by their corresponding propositions in PΦ.
Definition 15 (Characteristic Relation). For a finite set of LTL formulae
Φ over propositions P we define its characteristic relation RΦ ⊆ (2P )ω × (2PΦ)ω
as follows:
(w, λ) ∈ RΦ iff λ[i] = {pϕ | ϕ ∈ Φ, wi  ϕ}
Given w1 ∈ 2P1 and w2 ∈ 2P2 define the join of w1 and w2 denoted by w1∪w2
as the word in (2P1∪P2)ω whose ith element (w1 ∪w2)[i] is w1[i]∪w2[i]. Given a
relation R ⊆ (2P1)ω × (2P2)ω define the language R◦ ⊆ (2P1∪P2)ω as the set of
words obtained by joining the pairs in R:
R◦ =
{
ρ ∈ (2P1∪P2)ω | ∃(w, λ) ∈ R, ρ = w ∪ λ}
Later on in this section (Proposition 22) we will see how to construct a NBM
for a set of LTL(F ,G) formula which accepts a relation that is “subsumed” by
the characteristic relation of the set. In that direction we define what it means
for a relation to be subsumed by another.
Definition 16 (Subsumption). For two relations R,S ⊆ (2P1)ω × (2P2)ω we
say that R is subsumed by S, denoted by R/S iff S ⊆ R and for every (w, λ) ∈ R
there exists (w, λ′) ∈ S such that ∀i λ[i] ⊆ λ′[i].
Next, we describe how to break an LTL\GU formula into an until factor
and an until-free factor which are going to be handled by the master and slave
automata respectively.
Definition 17 (Factorization). Given a formula ϕ ∈ LTL\GU over proposi-
tions P we identify the set of maximal subformulae of ϕ that do not contain U
as the until-free factor of ϕ denoted by Υ (ϕ).
Υ (Gϕ) = {Gϕ} Υ (Fϕ) = {Fϕ}
Υ (ϕ1 ∧/∨ ϕ2) =
{
{ϕ1 ∧/∨ ϕ2} if ϕ1 ∈ Υ (ϕ1) and ϕ2 ∈ Υ (ϕ2)
Υ (ϕ1) ∪ Υ (ϕ2) otherwise
Υ (ϕ1Uϕ2) = Υ (ϕ1) ∪ Υ (ϕ2) Υ (`) = ` for literals `
For a formula ϕ ∈ LTL\GU we define its until factor as the formula ϕ/Υ (ϕ) ∈
LTL(U) simply written as χϕ.
The following proposition relates the semantics of an LTL\GU formula with
the semantics of its until and until-free factors.
Proposition 18. For any ϕ ∈ LTL\GU over propositions P and any relation
R ⊆ (2P )ω × (2PΥ (ϕ))ω such that R / RΥ (ϕ) we haveJϕK = (R◦ ∩ JχϕK) 2P
Proof. We prove our statement by proving the following equivalence
w  ϕ ⇐⇒ (w ∪ λ(w))  χϕ (1)
where λ(w) ∈ (2PΥ (ϕ))ω is the unique word such that (w, λ(w)) ∈ RΥ (ϕ). We do
so by performing induction on ϕ:
i. ϕ ∈ Υ (ϕ): in which case χϕ = pϕ.
w  ϕ
⇐⇒ pϕ ∈ λ(w)[0] (definition of λ(w))
⇐⇒ (w ∪ λ(w))  pϕ
ii. ϕ = (ϕ1 ∧/∨ ϕ2) /∈ Υ (ϕ1 ∧/∨ ϕ2): here χϕ1∧/∨ϕ2 = χϕ1 ∧/∨ χϕ2
w  ϕ1 ∧/∨ ϕ2
⇐⇒ w  ϕ1 and/or w  ϕ2
⇐⇒ (w ∪ λ(w))  χϕ1 and/or (w ∪ λ(w))  χϕ2 (inductive hypothesis)
⇐⇒ (w ∪ λ(w))  (χϕ1 ∧/∨ χϕ1) = χϕ1∧/∨ϕ2
iii. ϕ = (ϕ1Uϕ2): here χϕ1Uϕ2 = χϕ1Uχϕ2
w  ϕ1Uϕ2
⇐⇒ ∃ i wi  ϕ2 and ∀ j<i wj  ϕ1
⇐⇒ ∃ i (wi ∪ λ(wi))  χϕ2 and ∀ j<i (wj ∪ λ(wj))  χϕ1
(inductive hypothesis)
⇐⇒ (w ∪ λ(w))  χϕ1Uχϕ2 = χϕ1Uϕ2
Now we also have (w ∪ λ(w)) ∈ R◦ due to the fact that (w, λ(w)) ∈ RΥ (ϕ) and
RΥ (ϕ) ⊆ R. This along with (1) gives us JϕK ⊆ (R◦ ∩ JχϕK) 2P .
Next we observe that if λ1 ⊆ λ2 then w∪λ1  χϕ implies w∪λ2  χϕ because
the propositions in PΥ (ϕ) appear positively in χϕ. Consider w ∈ (R◦ ∩ JχϕK) 2P ,
this implies there is a λ such that (w, λ) ∈ R and (w∪λ)  χϕ. Since R/RΥ (ϕ) we
have λ ⊆ λ(w) where (w, λ(w)) ∈ RΥ (ϕ) ⊆ R. Now from our first observation in
this paragraph we have that (w∪λ(w))  χϕ, from which we can conclude w  ϕ
using (1). This proves the other side of the containment (R◦ ∩ JχϕK) 2P⊆ JϕK.
uunionsq
Let P1 and P2 be disjoint set of propositions. Let Σ = 2
P1 , Γ = 2P2 and
by abusing notation let Σ×Γ = 2P1∪P2 . Next we describe how to compose a
master NBA A over input Σ×Γ and a slave NBM B over input alphabet Σ and
output alphabet Γ to obtain an NBA A×B over input Σ.
Definition 19 (Composition). Consider a NBA A = (QA, δA, IA, FA) over
input alphabet Σ×Γ and a NBM B = (QB , δB, IB,MB, FB) over input alphabet Σ
and output alphabet Γ . We define a NBA (QA×QB, δA×B, IA×B, FA×FB) over
input Σ denoted by A×B where
δA×B((a1, b1), σ) = {(a2, b2) | q2 ∈ δB(q1, σ), a2 ∈ δA(a1, σ ∪MB(b1, σ))}
IA×B = {(a1, b1) ν−→ (a2, b2) | b1 ν−→ b2 ∈ IB, a1 ν∪MB(b1,ν)−−−−−−−−→ a2 ∈ IA}
The proposition below relates the languages accepted by a master and a
slave NBA to the language accepted by the product defined above. It requires
the master to have final states such that on entering a final state it can never
leave the set of final states. We shall refer to this property as absorbing final
states.
Proposition 20. Given a NBA A with input alphabet Σ × Γ with absorbing
final states, and a NBA B with input alphabet Σ and output alphabet Γ we have
L(A× B) = (RB◦ ∩ L(A)) Σ
Proof. For any w ∈ Σω
w ∈ L(A× B)
⇐⇒ ∃ a run (a0, b0) w[0]−−→ (a1, b1) w[1]−−→ . . . which is accepting for A× B
⇐⇒ ∃ states aj , bj for j ≥ 0 s.t (ai+1, bi+1) ∈ δA×B((ai, bi), w[i]) for all i
and (ai, bi) ∈ FA × FB for infinitely many i (note FA is absorbing)
and (a0, b0)
w[0]−−→ (a1, b1) ∈ IA×B
⇐⇒ ∃ states aj , bj for j ≥ 0 s.t bi+1 ∈ δB(bi, w[i])
and ai+1 ∈ δA(ai, w[i] ∪MB(bi, w[i])) for all i
and ai ∈ FA for infinitely many i and bi ∈ FB for infinitely many i
b0
w[0]−−→ b1 ∈ IB and a0 w[0]∪MB(b0,w[0])−−−−−−−−−−−→ a1 ∈ IA
⇐⇒ ∃ states aj , bj for j ≥ 0 s.t
the run b0
w[0]−−→ b1 w[1]−−→ . . . is accepting for B,
and the run a0
w[0]∪MB(b0,w[0])−−−−−−−−−−−→ a1 w[1]∪MB(b1,w[1])−−−−−−−−−−−→ . . . is accepting for A,
⇐⇒ ∃λ ∈ Γω s.t (w[0], λ[0])(w[1], λ[1]) · · · ∈ RB
and w ∪ λ ∈ L(A)
⇐⇒ w ∈ (RB◦ ∩ L(A)) Σ uunionsq
The following proposition shows that the composition of a master and slave is
limit deterministic if both of them are limit deterministic. The proof is provided
in the Appendix.
Proposition 21. Given a limit deterministic NBA A over input alphabet Σ×Γ ,
and a limit deterministic NBM B with input alphabet Σ and output alphabet Γ
it is the case that A× B is also limit deterministic.
The next proposition illustrates how to construct a Mealy machine which
recognizes a relation which is subsumed by the characteristic relation of an until-
free factor, thus constructing a slave automaton of exponential size.
Proposition 22. For any finite set Φ ⊂ LTL(F ,G) over propositions P there
is a NBM BΦ with input over 2P and output over 2PΦ such that RBΦ / RΦ, BΦ
is limit deterministic and of size O(2|Φ|)
Proof. Consider the construction of Theorem 14 with the following modifications
to construct BΦ:
– let Π be set of all three way partition of GΦ ∪FΦ instead of Gϕ ∪Fϕ
– every transition of the form (pi, 0)
ν−→ (pi′,m) is initial
– define MB((pi, n), ν) as { pϕ ∈ PΦ | [ϕ ]piν = true }
The proof of RBΦ / RΦ can be found in the Appendix. uunionsq
Next we observe that master automaton can be constructed using a standard
approach of translating an alternating automaton for the until factor to an NBA.
Proposition 23. [17] For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL(U) there is a NBA Aϕ with a
single absorbing final state such that L(Aϕ) = JϕK and is of size O(2|ϕ|).
Proof. As observed in Lemma 2 in [8], the construction follows from Theorem 22
and Proposition 20 of [17]. uunionsq
Finally we combine all the results in this section to show that the composition
of the master and slave for the until and the until free components is as desired.
Theorem 24. For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL\GU the NBA Aχϕ×BΥ (ϕ) recognizesJϕK, is limit deterministic and is of size 2O(|ϕ|).
Proof. First we look at the language recognized by Aχϕ×BΥ (ϕ):
L(Aχϕ×BΥ (ϕ))
= (RBΥ (ϕ)
◦ ∩ L(Aχϕ)) 2P (Proposition 20)
= (RBΥ (ϕ)
◦ ∩ JχϕK) 2P (Proposition 23)
= JϕK (Proposition 18 & 22)
We have Aχϕ×BΥ (ϕ) to be limit deterministic from Proposition 21. The au-
tomata Aχϕ and BΥ (ϕ) are both exponential in the size of ϕ as seen in Proposi-
tions 23 & 22, and so the product is also of size 2O(|ϕ|). uunionsq
5 Results and Applications
In this section, we summarize and reflect on some of the consequences of our
results related to PBAs and model checking concurrent probabilistic programs.
5.1 PBAs for LTL
First, we observe that our construction of limit deterministic NBAs gives us an
exponential upper-bound on the size of PBAs for LTL\GU .
Theorem 25. For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL\GU there is a PBA M such that
L>0(M) = JϕK and is of size 2O(|ϕ|).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 7 and Theorem 24. uunionsq
Next, we note that this upper-bound is the best one can achieve.
Proposition 26. There exists a family of formulae ϕn ∈ LTL(G) of size n such
that any PBAs recognizing them have size at least 2n.
Proof. Consider the formula G(p ⇐⇒ X np). The language accepted by it is
the set {uω | u ∈ Σn} where Σ = {∅, {p}}. For each u ∈ Σn there needs to
be at least one state qu such that u can reach qu from the initial state with
non-zero probability and no other v ∈ Σn can reach qu from the initial state
with non-zero probability, because the word uvω should not be accepted with
positive probability whereas uω should be accepted. uunionsq
Next, we note that constructing deterministic automata can result in a double
exponential blow-up.
Proposition 27. [1] There exists a family of of formulae ϕn ∈ LTL(F ) such
that any deterministic automata that recognize them have size 22
Ω(n)
5.2 Model Checking MDPs
MDPs are the prevalent models for concurrent probabilistic programs. Concur-
rency is modeled as nondeterministic states, where the transitions are chosen by
a scheduler. We refer the reader to [5] for a complete definition of MDPs. The
model checking problem can be formulated as follows.
Definition 28. Given a MDP N and temporal logic formula ϕ, the model check-
ing problem is to decide if there exists a scheduler u such that PrN ,u(JϕK) > 0.
Our construction of limit deterministic automata for LTL\GU leads to an
improved EXPTIME model checking algorithm for MDPs and formulae in this
logic which is matched by an EXPTIME-hard lower bound.
Theorem 29. The model checking problem for MDPs and formulae in LTL\GU
is EXPTIME-complete
Proof. Proposition 4.2.3 in [5] states one can decide the model checking problem
of MDPs and limit deterministic NBAs by taking a product of the two and doing
a linear time analysis of the resulting graph. Using this along with our result in
Theorem 24 we obtain the required upper bound. Proof of the lower bound can
be found in the Appendix. uunionsq
We contrast this with the complexity of model checking MDPs and full LTL.
Proposition 30. [5] The model checking problem for MDPs and formulae in
LTL is 2EXPTIME-complete.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a translation of formulae in LTL\GU to prob-
abilistic automata that are provably exponentially smaller than deterministic
automata for this logic. This also yields a new, improved exponential time al-
gorithm for model checking MDPs and LTL\GU as compared to the previously
known double exponential time complexity for MDPs and full LTL. Our au-
tomata in addition to having better upper-bounds also have a well defined logical
structure, which makes it amenable to several optimizations.
There are few questions that are still left open. While we have shown how
to construct exponential sized probabilistic and limit deterministic automata for
LTL\GU , it still remains open whether we can construct equally small probabilis-
tic or limit deterministic automata for full LTL. In [8] we prove that translating
the safety fragment of LTL to weak probabilistic monitors (which are special
PBAs) can result in a double exponential blow-up. This might indicate that it
is unlikely one will be able to give exponential sized PBAs for full LTL.
As a part of future work we intend to implement our construction and com-
pare it with results for deterministic automata, and also see if our new algorithm
for model checking yields better performance in practice.
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A Proofs of Section 3
Theorem 14. For any formula ϕ ∈ LTL(F ,G), the NBA D(ϕ) is a limit deter-
ministic automaton of size 2O(|ϕ|) such that L(D(ϕ)) = JϕK.
Proof. We prove that D(ϕ) accepts the correct language:
I w ∈ L(D(ϕ)) implies w  ϕ : let w be accepted by D with
(pi0, n0)
w[0]−−→ (pi1, n1) w[1]−−→ . . . (2)
as an accepting run. For F and G subformulae of ϕ we prove the following
statements by performing induction on the formulae:
∀i Gψ ∈ piτi =⇒ wi  Gψ (3)
∀i Fψ ∈ piυi =⇒ wi  Fψ (4)
∀i Fψ ∈ piκi =⇒ wi  GFψ (5)
The base case involves proving it when ψ is entirely propositional. Proving the
base cases is similar to proving the inductive steps hence we combine them for
the respective implications and prove it as follows:
Implication (3) We first observe that for any j if Gψ ∈ piτj implies wj  ψ. This
is because (A) would say [ψ ]
pij
w[j] is true, and applying Proposition 11 to pij and
wj would gives us wj  ψ. (When ψ is not propositional we use the induction
hypothesis to fulfil the requisite implications in Proposition 11).
Next, we have that if Gψ ∈ piτi then Gψ ∈ piτj for all j > i by condition (C).
This along with the previous argument implies wj  ψ holds for all j ≥ i thus
proving (3).
Implication (4) consider Fψ ∈ piυi . Suppose wi 2 Fψ which says ∀ j ≥ i : wj 2 ψ,
then using Proposition 11 (and the inductive hypothesis in the inductive case)
we obtain that [ψ ]
pij
w[j] is false for all j ≥ i. Next, using condition (B) we get
that Fψ ∈ piυj for all j ≥ i. This violates the Bu¨chi condition which requires
piυ to become empty, contradicting that the given run is accepting. Hence our
assumption that wi 2 Fψ is incorrect.
Implication (5) for Fψ ∈ piκ we need to show that wi  GFψ. It is sufficient to
show that ψ holds infinitely often on some suffix of w. Consider i large enough so
that piυi is empty, such an i does exist because the run we consider is accepting
in which the set piυ at some point becomes empty because it has to visit a final
state and remains empty because piυ cannot grow along any valid transition due
to (C). The Bu¨chi condition enforces that the counter is 0 infinitely often, but
since piκ is non-empty (due to Fψ) from condition (D) we get that the counter is
incremrented infinitely often. Whenever the counter gets incremented from the
index pointing to Fψ we get that the evaluation of ψ is true. Therefore we have
[ψ ]
pij
w[j] is true for inifinitely many j ≥ i. Now using Proposition 11 (and the
inductive hypothesis in the inductive step) we obtain that ψ holds true infinitely
often along wi.
Having proved (3), (4) and (5) we now apply Proposition 11 and the initial
condition of the automaton to conclude that w  ϕ.
I w  ϕ implies w ∈ L(D(ϕ)): for an index i, a word w and a set of formulae Ψ
we define the following subsets of Ψ :
T i(Ψ) = {ψ ∈ Ψ | wi  ψ} F i(Ψ) = {ψ ∈ Ψ | wi 2 ψ}
T i∃ (Ψ) = {ψ ∈ Ψ | wi  Fψ} F i∃(Ψ) = {ψ ∈ Ψ | wi 2 Fψ}
T i∀ (Ψ) = {ψ ∈ Ψ | wi  Gψ} F i∀(Ψ) = {ψ ∈ Ψ | wi 2 Gψ}
For the suffix wi of the input w we define the guess pii as:
piτi = T i(Gϕ) ∪ F i(Fϕ)
piκi = F i∃(Gϕ) ∪ T i∀ (Fϕ)
piυi =
(F i(Gϕ) ∩ T i∃ (Gϕ)) ∪ (T i(Fϕ) ∩ F i∀(Fϕ))
First observe that the sets piκi and pi
κ
i+1 are the same for all i, and hence we drop
the subscript for piκ. We propose the following run for w which we will prove is
valid and accepting
(pi0, n0)
w[0]−−→ (pi1, n1) w[1]−−→ . . . (6)
where we define ni inductively as follows, let n0 be 0. Let F (ψj) denote the
jth member of Fϕ ∩ piκ according to some fixed ordering. Let ni+1 updated as
follows:
ni+1 =
{
ni (|piυi | > 0) ∨ (m > 0 ∧ wi 2 ψni)
ni+1 (mod k) otherwise
where k = |Fϕ ∩ piκ|+ 1.
We begin by showing that each state (pii, ni) is well defined. The triple
〈piτi , piυi , piκ〉 is a partition because any formula in Fϕ or Gϕ lies in exactly one
of the sets T i(Gϕ), F i∃(Gϕ), F i(Gϕ) ∩ T i∃ (Gϕ) as argued in Proposition 9.
Next we show that for each i ≥ 0, the transition (pii, ni) w[i]−−→ (pii+1, ni+1) is
present in δ by going through the conditions (A) to (D).
Condition (A): If Gψ ∈ piτi then from definition of piτi we have wi  Gψ. In
particular wi  ψ. Now using Proposition 12 on pii and wi we obtain that [ψ ]piiw[i]
is true thus satisfying condition (A).
Condition (B): For any Fψ ∈ piυi we have wi  Fψ due to definition of piυi . This
implies either wi  ψ or wi+1  Fψ has to be true. If it is the former then using
Proposition 12 on pii and wi gives us that [ψ ]
pii
w[i] is true. In case of the latter
using definition of piυi+1 we obtain that Fψ ∈ piυi+1.
Condition (C): For any Fψ ∈ piτi we know wi 2 Fψ which implies ψ never
holds along wi, and therefore never holds along the suffix wi+1 and so we have
wi+1 2 Fψ, and hence Fψ ∈ piτi+1. Similarly for Gψ ∈ piτi we know wi  Gψ,
and therefore wi+1  Gψ which then implies Gψ ∈ piτi+1.
Condition (D): Using Proposition 11 & 12 on pii and wi we get that [ψ ]
pii
w[i]
is equivalent to wi  ψ for any subformula ψ of ϕ. This gives us that ni+1 is
updated exactly as required in Condition (D).
Initial Condition: Applying Proposition 12 on pi0 and w we get that w  ϕ
implies [ϕ ]pi0w[0]. Since w is assumed to satisfy ϕ we get that [ϕ ]
pii+1
w[0] is true
which confirms that (pi0, n0)
w[0]−−→ (pi1, n1) is a valid initial transition.
Bu¨chi Condition: For any Gψ ∈ piυi we know that wi  FGψ, which implies
that there is a j large enough such that wj  Gψ and therefore Gψ ∈ piτj and
/∈ piυj . For any Fψ ∈ piυi we have that wi 2 GFψ. This means that ψ does not
hold infinitely often and so for some large enough j we obtain that wj 2 Fψ
and therefore Fψ ∈ piτj and /∈ piυj . This implies that piυj becomes empty for a
sufficiently large j. All that remains to be shown is that counter is 0 infinitely
often. If piκ∩Fϕ is empty then the counter is always 0, so consider the case when
it is non-empty. Now we prove that the counter n gets incremented infinitely
often, thus attaining 0 infinitely often. If this is not the case the counter would
be stuck at a non-zero value, say m for the entirety of some suffix wi because the
values taken by the counter if updated infinitely often cycle through [k]. Let the
mth formula in piκ∩F be Fψ. From the definition of ni+1 we obtain that wj 2 ψ
for all sufficiently large j and hence w 2 GFψ. But from the definition of piκ we
get that w  GFψ, a contradiction and hence n is 0 infinitely often. uunionsq
B Proofs of Section 4
Proposition 21. Given a limit deterministic NBA A over input alphabet Σ×Γ ,
and a limit deterministic NBM B with input alphabet Σ and output alphabet Γ
it is the case that A× B is also limit deterministic.
Proof. Let (a, b) be a state reachable from some final state (a0, b0) ∈ FA×FB.
We have finite word w ∈ Σ∗ such that
(a0, b0)
w[0]−−→ (a1, b1) w[1]−−→ . . . w[n]−−−→ (a, b)
This implies that a0
w[0]∪MB(b0,w[0])−−−−−−−−−−−→ a1 w[1]∪MB(b1,w[1])−−−−−−−−−−−→ . . . w[n]∪MB(bn,w[n])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ a
is a valid sequence of transitions in A and b0 w[0]−−→ b1 w[1]−−→ . . . w[n]−−−→ b is a valid
sequence of transitions in B. Now this makes a reachable from a0 and b reachable
from b0 and using the fact that A and B are limit deterministic we obtain that
(a, b) can only make deterministic choices. uunionsq
Proposition 22. For any finite set Φ ⊂ LTL(F ,G) over propositions P there
is a NBM BΦ with input over 2P and output over 2PΦ such that RBΦ / RΦ, BΦ
is limit deterministic and of size O(2|Φ|)
Proof. Consider any word w ∈ Σω and let (pi0, n0), (pi1, n1), . . . be the sequence
of states as defined in the run (6) with Fϕ and Gϕ replaced with FΦ and GΦ
respectively. It is easy to verify that the arguments proving the validity of the
run (6) still goes through and hence w is accepted by Bϕ.
Now we prove RBΦ / RΦ as required by Definition. We first prove that RΦ ⊆
RBΦ :
(w, λ) ∈ RΦ
=⇒ ∀ i λ[i] = { pϕ ∈ PΦ | wi  ϕ}
=⇒ ∀ i λ[i] = { pϕ ∈ PΦ | [ϕ ]piiw[i] = true} (applying Proposition 11 & 12 on pii, wi)
=⇒ ∀ i λ[i] = MB((pii, ni), w[i])
=⇒ (w, λ) ∈ RBΦ
Next, for (w, λ) ∈ RBΦ we prove λ ⊆ λ(w), where λ(w) is the unique word
such that (w, λ(w)) ∈ RΦ. Consider any w ∈ Σω such that w is accepted by BΦ
and let (pi0, n0), (pi1, n1), . . . be a sequence of states witnessing the acceptance as
considered in (2). The implications (3),(4),(5) can once again shown to be true
in the same way.
(w, λ) ∈ RBΦ
=⇒ ∀ i λ[i] = MB((pii, ni), w[i])
=⇒ ∀ i λ[i] = { pϕ ∈ PΦ | [ϕ ]piiw[i] = true }
=⇒ ∀ i λ[i] ⊆ { pϕ ∈ PΦ | wi  ϕ} (applying Proposition 11 on pii, wi)
=⇒ ∀ i λ[i] ⊆ λ(w)[i]
C Proofs of Section 5
Theorem 29. The model checking problem for MDPs and formulae in LTL\GU
is EXPTIME-complete
Proof. We present a sketch of the EXPTIME-hard lower bound for this problem.
We reduce the membership problem for linear space-bounded alternating Turing
machine to our model checking problem along the lines of the reduction in Theo-
rem 3.2.1 in [5]. Given such a TM T and an input x we construct a MDP N and
ϕ ∈ LTL(F ,G) both polynomial in the size of the T and x such that T accepts
x iff there is a scheduler u that admits PrN ,u(JϕK) > 0. The computation of an
alternating machine can be viewed as a two player game consisting of the exis-
tential player E and the universal player U where the objective of E is to reach
an accept state of T and the objective of U is to reach a reject state. The input
x is accepted by T iff E has a winning strategy. The MDP we construct will be
such that the scheduler will simulate E and the stochastic choices will simulate
U . Since a stochastic player is not as capable as U we give it infinitely many
attempts to defeat E who is being played by the intelligent scheduler. This is
done by replaying a game on reaching an accept state and terminating the game
on reaching a reject state. If E indeed has a winning strategy then there is a u
which plays such that the reject state will never be reached and an accept state
will be visited infinitely often. If U has a winning strategy then sooner or later
the stochastic player will play the winning moves in order to reach a reject state,
and hence no scheduler has a chance to visit a final state infinitely often with
non-zero probability. Thus the input x is accepted by T iff there is a scheduler
u such that it can visit the accept state infinitely often with probability > 0.
The requirement that the scheduler visit the accept state infinitely often can
be formulated as GF formula. The issue that remains is that the MDP cannot
store the entire configuration of T in its state as there are exponentially many. In
order to remedy this what the MDP does is remember the head position, symbol
beneath the head and the current state. It then allows the scheduler to guess
the complete configuration. In order to prevent the scheduler from cheating we
impose restrictions on how it can choose the configurations using appropriate
temporal formula. Next we summarize the working of the MDP N
(1) N begins by allowing u to guess the inital configuration of T as a sequence
of states, where at ith state the contents of the ith tape cell is guessed. Note
that the entire configuration is not stored but traversed from left to right.
(2) N remembers the location of the head, symbol beneath the head and the
state of T .
(3) depending upon whether the configuration is in a E or U state the scheduler
or the stochastic player respectively is allowed to choose the next transition
(4) The scheduler then attempts to generate the next configuration of T as a
sequence of states. N forces it to correctly guess the symbol to be written
on the tape, update the position of the head and the state of T .
(5) If an accept state is reached repeat from Step 1. If a reject state is reached
halt the computation. Otherwise continue the computation of T by moving
to Step 2.
For the configuration generated by the scheduler in Step 4 to be correct we
enforce the cell contents not under the head to remain the same by using the
following formula
n∧
i=1
G
(
(¬hi ∧ c) =⇒ (p ⇐⇒ X n+1p)
)
where n is the length of the input x, p denotes the contents of the current cell
(as generated by the scheduler in Steps 1 and 4), hi denotes whether the head
is over ith cell , and c denotes that the next state is neither accept nor reject.
In order to ensure that the initial configuration is correctly generated we have a
proposition bi that is true only when it is guessing the contents of the i
th cell in
Step 1 and then enforce ∧ni=1G(bi =⇒ (p ⇐⇒ x[i])). uunionsq
